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Abstract

When directly using existing text generation001
datasets for controllable generation, we are002
facing the problem of not having the domain003
knowledge and thus the aspects that could004
be controlled are limited. A typical exam-005
ple is when using CNN/Daily Mail dataset for006
controllable text summarization, there is no007
guided information on the emphasis of sum-008
mary sentences. A more useful text genera-009
tor should leverage both the input text and the010
control signal to guide the generation, which011
can only be built with deep understanding of012
the domain knowledge. Motivated by this vi-013
sion, our paper introduces a new text genera-014
tion dataset, named MReD. Our new dataset015
consists of 7,089 meta-reviews and all its 45k016
meta-review sentences are manually annotated017
with one of the 9 carefully defined categories,018
including abstract, strength, decision, etc. We019
present experimental results on start-of-the-art020
summarization models, and propose methods021
for structure-controlled generation with both022
extractive and abstractive models using our an-023
notated data. By exploring various settings024
and analyzing the model behavior with respect025
to the control signal, we demonstrate the chal-026
lenges of our proposed task and the values of027
our dataset MReD. Meanwhile, MReD also al-028
lows us to have a better understanding of the029
meta-review domain. 1030

1 Introduction031

Text generation entered a new era because of the032

development of neural network based generation033

techniques. Along the dimension of the mapping034

relation between the input information and the out-035

put text, we can roughly group the recent tasks036

into three clusters: more-to-less, less-to-more, and037

neck-to-neck. The more-to-less text generation038

tasks output a concise piece of text from some039

more abundant input, such as text summarization040

1We will release our code and data at “anonymous URL”.

meta-review:
[This paper studies n-step returns in off-policy RL and intro-
duces a novel algorithm which adapts the return’s horizon n
in function of a notion of policy’s age.]←ABSTRACT [Over-
all, the reviewers found that the paper presents interesting ob-
servations and promising experimental results.]←STRENGTH

[However, they also raised concerns in their initial reviews,
regarding the clarity of the paper, its theoretical foundations
and its positioning (notably regarding the bias/variance tradeoff
of uncorrected n-step returns) and parts of the experimental
results. ]←WEAKNESS [In the absence of rebuttal or revised
manuscript from the authors, not much discussion was trig-
gered.]←REBUTTAL PROCESS [Based on the initial reviews,
the AC cannot recommend accepting this paper, but the au-
thors are encouraged to pursue this interesting research direc-
tion.]←DECISION

Table 1: An example of annotated meta-review. CATE-
GORY indicates the category of each sentence.

(Tan et al., 2017; Kryściński et al., 2018). The less- 041

to-more generation tasks generate a more abundant 042

output from some obviously simpler input, such as 043

prompt-based story generation (Fan et al., 2018b). 044

The neck-to-neck generation aims at generating 045

an output text which conveys the same quantity 046

of knowledge as the input but in natural language, 047

such as typical RDF triples to text tasks (Gardent 048

et al., 2017). 049

To some extent, the existing task settings are 050

not so adequate because they do not have deep un- 051

derstanding of the domains they are working on, 052

i.e., domain knowledge. Taking text summariza- 053

tion as an example, the most well-experimented 054

dataset CNN/Daily Mail (Nallapati et al., 2016) is 055

composed of the training pairs of news content and 056

news titles. However, it does not tell why a partic- 057

ular piece of news content should have that corre- 058

sponding title, for example for the same earnings 059

report, why one media emphasizes its new business 060

success in the title, but another emphasizes its net 061

income. Obviously, there is not a standard answer 062

regarding right or wrong. For such cases, if we can 063

specify a control signal, e.g., “emphasizing new 064

business”, the generated text would make more 065

sense to users using the text generator. 066
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To allow controlling not only the intent of a sin-067

gle generated sentence but also the whole struc-068

ture of a generated passage, we prepare a new069

dataset MReD (short for Meta-Review Dataset)070

with in-depth understanding of the structure of071

meta-reviews in a peer-reviewing system, namely072

the open review system of ICLR. MReD for the first073

time allows a generator to be trained by simultane-074

ously taking the text (i.e. reviews) and the structure075

control signal as input to generate a meta-review076

which is not only derivable from the reviews but077

also complies with the control intent. Thus from078

the same input text, the trained generator can gen-079

erate varied outputs according to the given control080

signal. For example, if the area chair is inclined to081

accept a borderline paper, he or she may invoke our082

generator with a structure of “abstract | strength |083

decision” to generate a meta-review, or may use084

a structure of “abstract | weakness | suggestion”085

otherwise. Note that for ease of preparation and ex-086

planation, we ground our dataset in the peer review087

domain. However, the data preparation methodol-088

ogy and proposed models are transferable to other089

domains, which is indeed what we hope to motivate090

with this effort.091

Specifically, we collect 7,089 meta-reviews of092

ICLR in recent years (2018 - 2021) and fully an-093

notate the dataset. Each sentence in a meta-review094

is classified into one of the 9 pre-defined intent095

categories: abstract, strength, weakness, rating096

summary, area chair (AC) disagreement, rebuttal097

process, suggestion, decision, and miscellaneous098

(misc). Table 1 shows an annotated example, where099

each sentence is classified into a single category100

that best describes the intent of this sentence. Our101

MReD is obviously different from previous text102

generation/summarization datasets because, given103

the rich annotations of individual meta-review sen-104

tences, a model is allowed to learn more sophisti-105

cated generation behaviors to control the structure106

of the generated passage. Our proposed task is also107

noticeably different from existing controllable text108

generation tasks (e.g., text style transfer on senti-109

ment polarity (Shen et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2018)110

and formality (Shang et al., 2019)) because we fo-111

cus on controlling the macro structure of the whole112

passage, rather than the wordings.113

To summarize, our contributions are as follows.114

(1) We introduce a fully-annotated meta-review115

dataset to make better use of the domain knowl-116

edge for text generation. Thorough data analysis117

Year #Submissions #withReviews #Meta-Reviews

2018 0,994 0,942 0,892
2019 1,689 1,639 1,412
2020 2,595 2,517 2,169
2021 2,616 2,616 2,616

Total 7,894 7,714 7,089

Table 2: Dataset statistics of MReD.

provides useful insights into the domain charac- 118

teristics. (2) We propose a new task of control- 119

lable generation focusing on controlling the pas- 120

sage macro structures. It offers stronger generation 121

flexibility and applicability for practical use cases. 122

(3) We design simple yet effective control methods 123

that are independent of the model architecture. We 124

show the effectiveness of enforcing different gen- 125

eration structures with a detailed model analysis. 126

We will release our full dataset, code, and detailed 127

settings to the community. 128

2 MReD: Meta-Review Dataset 129

In this paper, we explore a new task, named the 130

structure-controllable text generation, in a new do- 131

main, namely the meta-reviews in the peer review- 132

ing system. Unlike previous datasets that mainly fo- 133

cus on domains like news, meta-review is a worth- 134

studying domain containing essential and high- 135

density opinions. Specifically, during the peer re- 136

view process of scientific papers, a senior reviewer 137

or area chair will recommend a decision and manu- 138

ally write a meta-review to summarize the opinions 139

from different reviews written by the reviewers. We 140

first introduce the data collection process and then 141

describe the annotation details, followed by dataset 142

analysis. 143

2.1 Data Collection 144

We collect the meta-review related data from an on- 145

line peer reviewing platform for ICLR 2 from 2018 146

to 2021. Note that the submissions from earlier 147

years are not collected because their meta-reviews 148

are not released. To prepare our dataset for con- 149

trollable text generation, for each submission, we 150

collect multiple reviews with reviewer ratings and 151

confidence scores, the final meta-review decision, 152

and the meta-review passage. Table 2 shows the 153

statistics of data collected from each year. Initially, 154

7,894 submissions are collected. After filtering, 155

7,089 meta-reviews are retained with their corre- 156

sponding 23,675 reviews. Note that even without 157

2https://openreview.net/
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Categories Definitions

abstract A piece of summary about the contents of the submission

strength Reviewers’ opinions about the submission’s strengths

weakness Reviewers’ opinions about the submission’s weaknesses

rating summary A summary about reviewers’ rating scores or decisions

ac disagreement Area chair (AC) shares different opinions to reviewers

rebuttal process Contents related to authors’ rebuttal with respect to reviews
or discussions between reviewers in the rebuttal period

suggestion Concrete suggestions for improving the submission

decision Final decision (i.e., accept or reject) on the submission

miscellaneous None of the above, such as courtesy expressions.

Table 3: Category definition of meta-review sentences.

any further annotation, the dataset can already nat-158

urally serve the purpose of multi-document sum-159

marization (MDS). Compared with those conven-160

tional datasets for MDS, such as TAC (Owczarzak161

and Dang, 2011) and DUC (Over and Yen, 2004),162

which contain in total a few hundred input articles163

(equivalent to reviews in MReD), our dataset is164

more than 10 times larger.165

2.2 Data Annotation166

As aforementioned, the structure-controllable text167

generation aims at controlling the structure of the168

generated passage. Therefore, we need to com-169

prehensively understand the structures of meta-170

reviews so as to enable a model to learn how to171

generate outputs complying with certain structures.172

Specifically, based on the nature of meta-reviews,173

we pre-define 9 intent categories: abstract, strength,174

weakness, suggestion, rebuttal process, rating sum-175

mary, area chair (AC) disagreement, decision, and176

miscellaneous (misc). Table 3 shows the defini-177

tion for each category (see example sentences in178

Appendix A.1). The identification of category179

for some sentences is fairly straightforward, while180

some sentences are relatively ambiguous. There-181

fore, besides following the definition of each cate-182

gory, the annotators are also required to follow the183

additional rules as elaborated in Appendix A.2184

For conducting the annotation work, 14 profes-185

sional data annotators from a data company are186

initially trained, and 12 of them are selected for187

the task according to their annotation quality dur-188

ing a trial round. These 12 annotators are fully189

paid for their work. Each meta-review sentence190

is independently labeled by 2 different annotators,191

and a third annotator resolves any disagreement192

between the first two annotators. We label 45,929193

sentences from 7,089 meta-reviews in total, and the194

Cohen’s kappa is 0.778 between the two annotators,195

showing that the annotation is of quite high quality.196
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Figure 1: Sentence numbers in different categories.
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Figure 2: Meta-review length distribution across rat-
ings. Bracketed numbers show the submission count.

2.3 Data Analysis 197

To better understand the MReD dataset, we conduct 198

the following analysis along different dimensions. 199

Sentence distribution across categories. The 200

sentence numbers in different categories are shown 201

in Figure 1, breakdown by the decision (i.e., accept 202

or reject). Among 7,089 submissions, there are 203

2,368 accepted and 4,721 rejected. Among all sub- 204

missions and the rejected submissions, “weakness” 205

accounts for the largest proportion, while across the 206

accepted ones, “abstract” and “strength” take up a 207

great proportion. To some extent, these three cat- 208

egories which dominate in meta-reviews could be 209

easily summarized from the reviewers’ comments. 210

However, some minor or subjective categories (e.g., 211

“ac disagreement”) are hard to generate. 212

Breakdown analysis by meta-review lengths 213

and average rating scores. We present the per- 214

centage of meta-reviews of different lengths in each 215

score range, as shown in Figure 2. For example, 216

among the meta-reviews that receive the reviewers’ 217

average score below 2 (i.e., the first column in the 218

figure), 28% are less than or equal to 50 words, and 219

38% fall in the length range of 51 to 100 words. We 220

can observe that the meta-reviews tend to be longer 221

for those submissions receiving scores in the mid- 222

dle range, while shorter for those with lower scores 223

or higher scores. This coincides with our com- 224

monsense that for high-score and low-score sub- 225
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Figure 3: Sentence-level category distribution percent-
age breakdown by different lengths of meta-reviews.

missions, the decision tends to be a clear accept or226

reject so that meta-reviews can be relatively shorter,227

while for those borderline submissions, area chairs228

have to carefully weigh the pros and cons to make229

the final decision (see Appendix B.1 for borderline230

submission analysis). As shown in Figure 3, the231

meta-reviews with more than 150 words generally232

have a larger proportion of sentences describing233

“weakness” and “suggestion” for authors to improve234

the submissions. Additional analysis on the cate-235

gory breakdown for accepted and rejected papers236

across the score ranges is shown in Appendix B.2.237

Meta-review patterns. To study the common238

structures of meta-reviews, we present the tran-239

sition matrix of different category segments in Fig-240

ure 4, where the sum of each row is 1. Note that241

each segment represents the longest consecutive242

sentences with the same category. We add “<start>”243

and “<end>” tokens before and after each meta-244

review accordingly to investigate which categories245

tend to be at the start/end of the meta-reviews. It is246

clear to see that “abstract” usually positions at the247

beginning of the meta-review, while “suggestion”248

and “decision” usually appear at the end. There249

are also some clear patterns appearing in the meta-250

reviews, such as “abstract | strength | weakness”,251

“rating summary | weakness | rebuttal process”, and252

“abstract | weakness | decision”.253

3 Structure-Controllable Text Generation254

3.1 Task Definition255

As aforementioned, in uncontrolled generation,256

users cannot instruct the model to emphasize on257

desired aspects. However, in a domain such as258

meta-reviews, given the same review inputs, one259

AC may emphasize more on the “strength” of the260

paper following a structure of “abstract | strength |261

decision”, whereas another AC may prefer a differ-262

ent structure with more focus on reviewers’ opin-263

ions and suggestions (i.e., “rating summary” and264

<start>
abstract
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weakness

rating_summary
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rebuttal_process
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decision misc

<end>
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Figure 4: Transition matrix of different categories.

“suggestion”). To achieve such flexibility, the task 265

of structure-controllable text generation is defined 266

as: given the text input (i.e., reviews) and a control 267

sequence of the output structure, a model should 268

generate a meta-review which is derivable from the 269

reviews and presents the required structure. 270

3.2 Explored Methods 271

As the recent generation works (Vaswani et al., 272

2017; Liu and Lapata, 2019; Xing et al., 2020) 273

basically adopt an encoder-decoder based architec- 274

ture and achieve state-of-the-art performance on 275

many tasks and datasets, we primarily investigate 276

the performance of such a framework on our task. 277

Thus in this subsection, we mainly present how to 278

re-organize the input reviews and the control struc- 279

ture as an input sequence of the encoder. We also 280

explore other baselines in the experiments later. 281

In order to summarize multiple reviews into 282

a meta-review showing a required structure, we 283

explicitly specify the control label sequence that 284

a model should comply with during generation. 285

Specifically, we intuitively add the control se- 286

quence in front of the input text. By directly com- 287

bining both the control and textual information as a 288

single input, our control method is independent of 289

any specially designed encoder and decoder struc- 290

tures. Moreover, by placing the short control se- 291

quence in front, an encoder can immediately ob- 292

serve the control signal at the very beginning, thus 293

avoids the possible interference by the subsequent 294

sequence. Moreover, the control sequence in front 295

will never be truncated when the encoder truncates 296

the input to a certain length limit. 297

Given the multiple review inputs, we need to lin- 298

earize them into a single input. One simple method 299

to combine multiple inputs for encoder-decoder 300

models is to concatenate all inputs one after an- 301
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Combination Obtained Text Input

rate-concat
R1 rating score: S1, R2 rating score: S2, R3 rat-
ing score: S3. Review1 <REVBREAK> Review2
<REVBREAK> Review3

Control Examples of Encoder Input

sent-ctrl abstract | abstract | decision ==> [TEXT INPUT]

seg-ctrl abstract | decision ==> [TEXT INPUT]

unctrl [TEXT INPUT]

Table 4: Upper: example for the review combination
method. Si represents the score given by reviewer Ri.
<REVBREAK> is the special separator used to concate-
nate different review texts. Lower: examples of control
methods. [TEXT INPUT] refers to the obtained text
from the upper section.

other (Fabbri et al., 2019). Beside the text inputs,302

the review rating is also crucial information for303

writing meta reviews, which cannot be found in304

the review passages but exists in the field of rat-305

ing score. Therefore, we create a rating sentence306

that consists of the extracted ratings given by the307

corresponding reviewers and prepend it to our con-308

catenated review texts to obtain the final input. We309

name this method rate-concat (see Table 4, upper).310

We also show explorations with other review com-311

bination methods in Appendix C.1.312

As aforementioned, we place the control se-313

quence in front of the re-organized review informa-314

tion. Specifically, we explore two different control315

methods, namely, sent-ctrl and seg-ctrl. Sent-ctrl316

uses one control label per target sentence and con-317

trols generation on a sentence-level. Note that this318

method can allow implicit control on the length319

(i.e., number of sentences) of the generation. Seg-320

ctrl treats consecutive sentences of the same label321

as one segment and only uses one label for a sin-322

gle segment. Example inputs of different control323

settings are shown in Table 4 (lower). For instance,324

sent-ctrl repeats “abstract” in its control sequence325

whereas seg-ctrl does not. This is because seg-ctrl326

treats the 1st and 2nd target sentences of “abstract”327

as the same segment and only uses a single label to328

indicate it in the sequence. Additionally, we pro-329

vide a vanilla setting for uncontrolled generation,330

unctrl, where no control sequence is used.331

Using the above input sequence as the source and332

the corresponding meta-review as the target, we can333

train an encoder-decoder model for controllable334

generation. Many transformer-based models have335

achieved state-of-the-art performance. Common336

abstractive summarization models include BART337

(Lewis et al., 2020), T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) and338

PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020). In this paper we339

focus on the bart-large-cnn model, one variant of 340

the BART model (results on other pretrained mod- 341

els can be found in Appendix D.1). More specif- 342

ically, we use the pytorch implementation in the 343

open-source library Hugging Face Transformers 344

(Wolf et al., 2020). Hence, all our future usage of 345

the word “Transformers” refers to bart-large-cnn 346

in the Transformers library . 347

4 Experiments 348

4.1 Baselines 349

Extractive Baselines. We employ three common 350

extractive summarization baselines each of which 351

basically provides a mechanism to rank the input 352

sentences. LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) rep- 353

resents sentences in a graph and uses eigenvector 354

centrality to calculate sentence importance scores. 355

TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) is another 356

graph-based sentence ranking method that obtains 357

vertex scores by running a “random-surfer model” 358

until convergence. MMR (Carbonell and Goldstein, 359

1998) calculates sentence scores by balancing the 360

redundancy score with the information relevance 361

score. After ranking with the above models, we 362

select sentences as output with different strategies 363

according to the controlled and uncontrolled set- 364

tings. For the uncontrolled setting, we simply se- 365

lect the top k sentences as the generated output, 366

where k is a hyperparameter deciding the size of 367

the generated output. For the controlled setting, we 368

select only the top sentences with the right category 369

labels according to the control sequence. To do so, 370

we employ an LSTM-CRF (Lample et al., 2016) 371

tagger trained on the labeled meta-reviews to pre- 372

dict the sentence labels of each input review. Refer 373

to Appendix D.2 for more details of the tagger. 374

Generic Sentence Baselines. Considering the 375

nature of meta-reviews, we could imagine some 376

categories may have common phrases inflating the 377

Rouge scores, such as “This paper proposes ...” for 378

abstract, and “I recommend acceptance.” for de- 379

cision, etc. To examine such impact, we select 380

sentences that are generic in each category and 381

combine these sentences to generate outputs ac- 382

cording to the control sequences. For instance, if 383

the control sequence is “abstract | strength | deci- 384

sion”, we take the most generic sentences from the 385

categories of “abstract”, “strength” and “decision” 386

respectively to form the output. Specifically, we 387

create two generic sentence baselines by obtaining 388
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Figure 5: Cross attention weights of each generated token towards the control tokens in logarithmic scale.

R1 R2 RL

Source Generic 23.00 3.19 11.56
Target Generic 31.24 5.92 16.49

MMR, unctrl 30.98 5.36 16.07
LexRank, unctrl 31.42 6.62 16.39
TextRank, unctrl 32.22 7.24 16.81
MMR, sent-ctrl 32.33 6.39 17.60
LexRank, sent-ctrl 31.94 6.52 16.99
TextRank, sent-ctrl 33.02 7.15 17.49

Transformers, unctrl 34.70 8.71 20.92
Transformers, sent-ctrl ccccc 38.82 10.71 23.11
Transformers, seg-ctrl 36.49 9.88 22.76

Table 5: Meta-review generation results on MReD.

generic sentences from the training data from either389

the meta-review references (i.e., target) or the in-390

put reviews (i.e., source), namely “Target Generic”391

and “Source Generic”. Moreover, we also study392

such impact on the high-score and low-score sub-393

missions respectively, since an AC may write more394

succinct meta-reviews for clear-cut papers, as sug-395

gested by Figure 2. See Appendix D.3 for more396

details and results on generic sentence baselines.397

4.2 Experimental Setting398

To conduct text generation experiments, we prepro-399

cess our MReD dataset by filtering to ensure the400

selected meta-reviews have 20 to 400 words, as cer-401

tain meta-review passages are extremely short or402

long. After preprocessing, we obtain 6,693 source-403

target pairs, for which we randomly split into train,404

validation, and test sets by a ratio of 8:1:1. We405

evaluate our generated outputs against the refer-406

ence meta-reviews using the F1 scores of ROUGE1,407

ROUGE2, and ROUGEL (Lin, 2004) 3. For the408

extractive and generic baselines, a key hyperparam-409

eter is the sentence number k, which we set to the410

number of labels in the sent-ctrl control sequence.411

More setting details are shown in Appendix D.4412

4.3 Main Results413

We show results in Table 5. Only the best settings414

of rate-concat (Table 12 in Appendix C.1) and in-415

put truncation of 2048 tokens (Appendix D.5) for416

3We use the Hugging Face Transformers’ Rouge evalua-
tion script, which has the field “use_stemmer” enabled.

the Transformers are included. Amongst the ex- 417

tractive baselines, TextRank performs the best in 418

both unctrl and sent-ctrl settings. Nevertheless, 419

all controlled methods outperform their unctrl set- 420

tings (same for the Transformers). This validates 421

our intuition that structure-controlled generation 422

is more suitable for user-subjective writings such 423

as meta-reviews, because the model can better sat- 424

isfy different structure requirements when supplied 425

with the corresponding control sequences. On the 426

other hand, for the Transformers, sent-ctrl is the 427

best, followed by seg-ctrl. This is most likely due 428

to the former’s more fine-grained sentence-level 429

control that provides a clearer structure outline, as 430

compared to the coarser segment-level control. 431

Moreover, the Transformers far outperform the 432

extractive baselines, showing that the extraction- 433

based methods are insufficient for MReD. This 434

also suggests that meta-review writings are dif- 435

ferent from the input reviews, therefore copying 436

full review sentences to form meta-reviews doesn’t 437

work well. This is again validated by the “Tar- 438

get Generic” baseline’s significant improvement 439

over the “Source Generic” baseline, which shows 440

that generic sentences from meta-reviews can suit 441

generation much better than those in reviews. Nev- 442

ertheless, all Transformers results are still much 443

better than the “Target Generic” sentence baseline, 444

showing that despite generic phrases in some cat- 445

egories contributing to Rouge, the Transformers 446

model is capable of capturing content-specific in- 447

formation for each input. 448

4.4 Case Study 449

We study some cases for a better understanding of 450

the structure-controllable generation. 451

Identify the control label for each sentence. 452

We first evaluate whether the model is able to attend 453

to the correct control label during generation. For 454

each generation step, we obtain the cross attention 455

weights from the decoder’s output token towards 456

the control labels and plot them in Figure 5. The 457

given control sequence is “abstract | weakness | 458
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Gold Labels Gold Meta-review

0 abstract | weakness
| decision

[The paper presents a self-supervised model based on a contrastive autoencoder that can make use of a small training set
for upstream multi-label/class tasks.]←ABSTRACT [Reviewers have several concerns, including the lack of comparisons
and justification for the setting, as well as the potentially narrow setting.]←WEAKNESS [Overall, I found the paper to be
borderline, the cons slightly greater than the pros, so I recommend to reject it.]←DECISION

Control Sequence Generated Passage

1 abstract | weakness
| decision

[This paper proposes a self-supervised contrastive learning method for few-shot learning.]←ABSTRACT [The reviewers
agree that the idea is interesting, but have concerns about the clarity of the paper and the lack of comparison to the
baselines.]←WEAKNESS [The paper is not suitable for publication at ICLR in its current form.]←DECISION

2 abstract | abstract |
weakness | decision

[This paper proposes a self-supervised contrastive learning method for few-shot learning.]←ABSTRACT [The idea is to
learn the label embeddings using in-task data, and then use those for training a contrastive autoencoder for multi-label
classification on the long-tail problem.]←ABSTRACT [The reviewers and AC note the following potential weaknesses: (1)
limited novelty, (2) limited evaluation, and (3) lack of comparison to relevant baselines.]←WEAKNESS [AC agrees with
the reviewers that the paper is not ready for publication in its current form.]←DECISION

3 strength | weakness
| weakness | rebuttal
process | suggestion
| decision

[Pros: The paper is well-motivated and the idea is simple and straightforward.]←STRENGTH [However, the reviewers
have raised several concerns about the evaluation and the clarity of the paper.]←WEAKNESS [In particular, the lack of
comparison to the baselines is a major concern.]←WEAKNESS [The authors have addressed some of these concerns
in the rebuttal, but the reviewers are still not convinced about the significance of the results. ]←REBUTTAL PROCESS

[The paper would be much stronger if the authors could compare their method to more baselines for zero-shot learning,
such as matching networks and Siamese networks.]←SUGGESTION [Overall, the paper is not ready for publication at
ICLR.]←DECISION

Table 6: Varied generation outputs by giving different control sequences.

Generated
Content

Attention Attribution

Sent 1 (abstract):
This paper proposes a self-
supervised contrastive learn-
ing method for few-shot
learning.

Sent 2 (weakness):
The reviewers agree that the
idea is interesting, but have
concerns about the clarity of
the paper and the lack of
comparison to the baselines.

Sent 3 (decision):
The paper is not suitable for
publication at ICLR in its
current form.

Table 7: Attention analysis for each output sentence.

decision”. When generating each sentence, we can459

see that the attention weights of the corresponding460

control token are the highest, which demonstrates461

that our model can effectively pay attention to the462

correct control label and thus generate the content463

complying with the intent.464

Extract information from the input sentences.465

To understand what information the model attends466

to when generating each sentence, we aggregate467

the cross attention weights to obtain the attention468

scores from each generated sentence towards all469

input sentences (Appendix D.6). Then, we select470

the top 3 input sentences with the highest attention471

scores for each generated sentence, and visualize472

the normalized attention weights on all tokens in473

the selected sentences and the control sequence in474

Table 7. As shown, the model can correctly extract475

relevant information from the source sentences. For476

example, it identifies important phrases such as 477

“interesting”, “clarity” and “lack of comparison to 478

baselines” when generating “Sent 2”. 479

Generate varied outputs given different control 480

sequences. To further investigate the effective- 481

ness of the control sequence, we change the control 482

sequence of the above example and re-generate the 483

meta-reviews given the same input reviews. In Ta- 484

ble 6, we first show the gold meta-review and the 485

model output using the original control sequence 486

in Row 0 and Row 1, and then show the model 487

outputs with alternative control sequences in Row 488

2 and Row 3. From the outputs, we can see that 489

indeed each generated sentence corresponds to its 490

control label well. In Row 2, we add an additional 491

control label in the sequence and by repeating the 492

“abstract” label, the generator can further elaborate 493

more details of the studied method. This is one key 494

advantage of our sent-ctrl compared to the seg-ctrl, 495

which allows the control of length and the level of 496

the generation details. In Row 3, a very comprehen- 497

sive control sequence is specified. We can see that 498

the output meta-review is quite fluent and polite to 499

reject the borderline paper. See Appendix D.7 for 500

more examples. 501

4.5 Human Evaluation 502

In addition to the Rouge evaluation, we ask 3 hu- 503

man judges to manually assess the generation qual- 504

ity of the Transformers models from Table 5 on 100 505

random test instances. For each test instance, we 506

provide the judges with the input reviews and ran- 507

domly ordered generations from different models, 508
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Unctrl Sent-ctrl Seg-ctrl

Fluency 4.145 4.630* 4.090
Content Relevance 4.585 4.335 4.410
Structure Similarity (sent) 0.298 0.706* -
Structure Similarity (seg) 0.363 - 0.623*
Decision Correctness 0.685 0.830* 0.695

Table 8: Human evaluation. * indicates the ratings of
corresponding models significantly (by Welch’s t-test)
outperform the unctrl: p < 0.01 for decision correct-
ness, p < 0.0001 for fluency and structure similarity.

and ask them to individually evaluate the genera-509

tions based on the following criteria: (1) Fluency:510

is the generation fluent, grammatical, and without511

unnecessary repetitions? (2) Content Relevance:512

does the generation reflect the review content well,513

or does it produce general but trivial sentences? (3)514

Structure Similarity: how close does the generation515

structure resemble the gold structure (i.e., the con-516

trol sequence)? (4) Decision Correctness: does the517

generation agree with the gold human decision?518

We grade fluency and content relevance on a scale519

of 1 to 5, whereas structure similarity and decision520

correctness are calculated from 0 to 1 (Appendix521

D.8). For structure similarity, because sent-ctrl522

and seg-ctrl have different control sequences, we523

evaluate the two models on sentence-level (sent)524

and segment-level (seg) structures respectively, and525

provide both evaluations for unctrl.526

As shown in Table 8, both sent-ctrl and seg-ctrl527

models show significant improvements on the gen-528

eration structure over the uncontrolled baseline,529

which affirms the effectiveness of our proposed530

methods for structure-controllable generation. Sent-531

ctrl also has better fluency and decision correctness,532

suggesting that having a better output structure can533

benefit the readability and decision generation. For534

the content relevance, the scores of all methods535

are reasonably good, and significance tests cannot536

prove any best model (p > 0.08). Nevertheless, it537

is possible that the looser control a method applies,538

the better relevance score it achieves. It is because539

a tighter control narrows the content that a model540

can use from the reviews.541

5 Related Work542

To facilitate the study of text summarization,543

earlier datasets are mostly in the news domain544

with relatively short input passages, such as545

NYT (Sandhaus, 2008), Gigaword (Napoles et al.,546

2012), CNN/Daily Mail (Hermann et al., 2015),547

NEWSROOM (Grusky et al., 2018) and XSUM548

(Narayan et al., 2018). Datasets for long docu-549

ments include Sharma et al. (2019), Cohan et al. 550

(2018), and Fisas et al. (2016). In this paper, we ex- 551

plore text summarization in a new domain (i.e., the 552

peer review domain) and provide a new dataset, i.e., 553

MReD. Moreover, MReD’s reference summaries 554

(i.e., meta-reviews) are fully annotated and thus 555

allow us to propose a new task, namely structure- 556

controllable text generation. 557

Researchers recently explore the peer review do- 558

main data for a few tasks, such as PeerRead (Kang 559

et al., 2018) for paper decision predictions, AM- 560

PERE (Hua et al., 2019) for proposition classifica- 561

tion in reviews, and RR (Cheng et al., 2020) for 562

paired-argument extraction from review-rebuttal 563

pairs. Additionally, a meta-review dataset is intro- 564

duced by Bhatia et al. (2020) without any annota- 565

tion. There are also some explorations on research 566

articles (Teufel et al., 1999; Liakata et al., 2010; 567

Lauscher et al., 2018), which differ in nature from 568

the peer review domain. 569

A wide range of control perspectives has been 570

explored in controllable generation, including style 571

control (e.g., sentiments (Duan et al., 2020), po- 572

liteness (Madaan et al., 2020), formality (Wang 573

et al., 2019), domains (Takeno et al., 2017) and 574

persona (Zhang et al., 2018)) and content control 575

(e.g., length (Duan et al., 2020), entities (Fan et al., 576

2018a), and keywords (Tang et al., 2019)). Our 577

structure-controlled generation differs from these 578

works as we control the high-level output structure, 579

rather than the specific styles or the surface details 580

of which keywords to include in the generated out- 581

put. Our task also differs from content planning 582

(Reiter and Dale, 1997; Shao et al., 2019; Hua and 583

Wang, 2019), which involves explicitly selecting 584

and arranging the input content. Instead, we pro- 585

vide the model with the high-level control labels, 586

and let the model decide on its own the relevant 587

styles and contents. 588

6 Conclusions 589

This paper introduces a fully-annotated text gen- 590

eration dataset MReD in a new domain, i.e., the 591

meta-reviews in the peer review system, and pro- 592

vides thorough data analysis to better understand 593

the data characteristics. With such rich annota- 594

tions, we propose simple yet effective methods for 595

structure-controllable text generation. Extensive 596

experimental results are presented as baselines for 597

future study and thorough result analysis is con- 598

ducted to shed light on the control mechanisms. 599
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Categories Examples

abstract “The paper presents/explores/describes/addresses/proposes
...”

strength “The reviewers found the paper interesting.” “The method
and justification are clear.” “The quantitative results are
promising.”

weakness “The paper is somewhat incremental ...” “... claims are con-
fusing” “The main concern is ...” “... unfair experimental
comparisons ...”

rating summary “R1 recommends Accept.” “All four reviewers ultimately
recommended acceptance.” “Reviews were somewhat
mixed, but also with mixed confidence scores.”

ac disagreement “The area chair considers the remaining concerns by Re-
viewer 3 as invalid.” “I do not agree with the criticism about
...” “I disagree with the second point ...”

rebuttal process “The authors have made various improvements to the paper”
“... remained after the author rebuttal ...” “Authors provided
convincing feedbacks on this key point.”

suggestion “... more analysis ...” “The authors are advised to take into
account the issues about ...”

decision “The paper is recommended as a poster presentation.” “AC
recommends Reject.” “I recommend rejection.”

miscellaneous “Thank you for submitting you paper to ICLR.” “I’ve sum-
marized the pros and cons of the reviews below.”

Table 9: Category examples of meta-review sentences.

A Data Annotation804

A.1 Category definitions805

We show category examples in Table 9.806

A.2 Additional annotation rules807

The additional rules for annotation are as follows:808

First, instead of only labeling the individual sen-809

tences per se, the annotators are given a complete810

paragraph of meta-review to label the sentences811

with context information. For example, if the area812

chair writes a sentence providing some extra back-813

ground knowledge in the discussion of the weak-814

ness of the submission, that sentence itself can be815

considered as “misc”. However, it should be la-816

beled as “weakness” to be consistent in context.817

Second, not every sentence can be strictly classi-818

fied into a single category. When a sentence con-819

tains information from multiple categories, the an-820

notators should consider its main point and primary821

purpose. One example is: “Although the paper dis-822

cusses an interesting topic and contains potentially823

interesting idea, its novelty is limited.” Although824

the first half of the sentence discusses the strength825

of the submission, the primary purpose of this sen-826

tence is to point out its weakness, and therefore it827

should be labeled as weakness.828

Furthermore, there are still some cases where829

the main point of the sentence is hard to differen-830

tiate from multiple categories. We then define a831

priority order of these 9 categories according to832

the importance of each category for annotators to833

Accept Reject

abstract 23.8% 18.1%
strength 18.1% 9.3%
weakness 13.5% 34.3%
rating summary 6.3% 4.1%
ac disagreement 2.2% 0.5%
rebuttal process ccccccccccccccccccc 13.2% 11.0%
suggestion 7.7% 8.2%
decision 9.2% 8.1%
miscellaneous 6.2% 6.4%

Table 10: Category distribution of borderline submis-
sions (average score in the range of [4.5,6) breakdown
by final decision.

follow: decision > rating summary > strength ?
= 834

weakness > ac disagreement > rebuttal process > 835

abstract > suggestion > miscellaneous. We use the 836

sign “ ?
=” because there are some rare cases where 837

a sentence contains both “strength” and “weakness” 838

while there is no obvious emphasis on either, and 839

it is hard to tell whether “strength” should have a 840

priority over “weakness” or the other way round. 841

We then label this sentence based on the final de- 842

cision: if this submission is accepted, we label the 843

sentence as “strength”, and vice versa. 844

B Data Analysis 845

B.1 Borderline papers 846

We further analyze the category distribution in bor- 847

derline papers. As shown in Table 10, for submis- 848

sions within the score range of [4.5,6), there are 849

713 accepted submissions and 2,588 rejected sub- 850

missions. One clear difference is the percentage 851

of “strength” and “weakness”. Another difference 852

is the percentage of “ac disagreement”, where the 853

accepted papers have four times the value than re- 854

jected ones. This suggests that for the accepted 855

borderline papers, the area chair tends to share dif- 856

ferent opinions with reviewers, and thus deciding 857

to accept the borderline submissions. 858

B.2 Percentage of each category for accepted 859

and rejected papers across score ranges 860

We further analyze the occurrence of each category 861

for accepted papers and rejected papers separately 862

across different score ranges, as shown in Table 863

11. For accepted papers, as the score increases, 864

the percentage of meta-reviews having “weakness” 865

and “suggestion” drops because the high-score sub- 866

missions are more likely to be accepted. Even the 867

percentage of “decision” drops following the same 868

trend. In addition, the proportion of meta-reviews 869

11



Accept Reject
Low Med High Low Med High

abstract 79 75 74 69 69 74
strength 64 71 70 26 43 50
weakness 49 44 32 79 84 88
rating summary 25 33 32 29 25 24
ac disagreement 1 6 2 1 2 3
rebuttal process ccccccccc 52 47 37 35 39 39
suggestion 29 26 23 23 32 38
decision 56 53 46 53 53 56
miscellaneous 19 19 14 24 35 45

Table 11: Occurrence of different categories for ac-
cepted and rejected papers, breakdown by average
scores. Low for scores ≤ 5.5, high for scores ≥ 6.5,
and med for borderline scores in between.

R1 R2 RL

longest-review ccccccccccccccccc 33.00 7.98 20.37
concat 34.12 8.49 20.59
merge 34.42 8.77 20.73
rate-concat 34.70 8.71 20.92
rate-merge 34.40 8.72 20.74

Table 12: Meta-review uncontrolled generation results
for different review combination methods.

having “rebuttal process” is larger for submissions870

with lower scores. This suggests that the rebuttal871

process plays an important role in the peer review872

process, especially in helping the borderline papers873

to be accepted.874

On the other hand, for rejected papers, the875

percentage of meta-reviews having “strength” in-876

creases as the average score increases. This coin-877

cides with our common sense that the submissions878

receiving higher scores tend to have more strengths.879

One interesting finding here is that the percentage880

of “weakness” and “suggestion” also increases as881

the average rating score increases. This may be882

due to two main reasons. First, to reject a submis-883

sion with higher scores, the area chair has to ex-884

plain the weakness with more details and provide885

more suggestions for authors to further improve886

their submissions. Second, compared to the per-887

centage of “strength”, “weakness” definitely has a888

larger percentage within any range of rating scores.889

The difference in the percentage of “strength” and890

“weakness” is intuitively different between the ac-891

cepted papers and the rejected papers.892

C Structure-Controllable Text893

Generation894

C.1 Review combination methods895

We explore alternative methods to linearize the mul-896

tiple reviews of the same submission, namely, con-897

Pretrained Model R1 R2 RL

Uncontrolled Generation
facebook/bart-large-cnn* cccccccccc 34.70 8.71 20.92
facebook/bart-large 34.50 8.91 21.10
t5-large 33.51 9.10 22.12
google/pegasus-cnn_dailymail 31.31 7.03 19.03

Controlled Generation, sent-ctrl
bart-large-cnn* cccccccccc 38.82 10.71 23.11
facebook/bart-large 37.04 10.22 23.26
t5-large 36.37 10.78 24.83
google/pegasus-cnn_dailymail 34.66 9.10 22.21

Table 13: Results of other common Transformers sum-
marization models using source truncation of 2048. *
represents our selected model in the main paper.

cat and merge. For the concat, we simply concate- 898

nate all reviews one after another according to their 899

reviewers’ sequence. For merge, we can obtain the 900

merged content as follows: From all review inputs, 901

we use the longest one as a backbone. We segment 902

all reviews’ content on a paragraph level, and en- 903

code them using SentenceTransformers (Reimers 904

and Gurevych, 2019). Then, for each paragraph em- 905

bedding in the non-backbone reviews, we calculate 906

a cosine similarity score with each backbone para- 907

graph embedding, and insert it after the backbone 908

paragraph with which it has the highest similarity 909

score. We repeat the process for all paragraphs in 910

non-backbone reviews to obtain a single passage. 911

Additionally, we provide a baseline setting longest- 912

review, which does not combine reviews but only 913

uses the longest review as the input. Moreover, we 914

add rating sentences in front of the results of concat 915

and merge to obtain rate-concat and rate-merge, 916

respectively. 917

As shown in Table 12, the longest-review setting 918

has the worst performance, thus validating that the 919

review combination methods are necessary in order 920

not to omit important information. rate-concat 921

setting has the best overall performance, which is 922

the setting used throughout the main paper. 923

D Experiments 924

D.1 Additional transformers models 925

We provide baselines of uncontrolled generation 926

and controlled generation on MReD using other 927

common Transformer pretrained models in Table 928

13. 929

D.2 Tagger for source sentences 930

To obtain labels on source input, we train a tag- 931

ger based on the human-annotated meta-reviews, 932
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Micro F1 Macro F1 abstract strength weakness rating ACdisagree rebuttal suggestion decision misc

BERT-base-cased + CRF 85.27 76.71 94.58 86.12 86.21 85.21 30.77 73.80 73.89 91.30 68.49
BERT-large-cased + CRF 84.68 77.84 93.93 86.71 84.36 84.07 40.00 72.60 74.35 91.60 72.96
RoBERTa-base + CRF 85.83 79.98 94.47 86.43 86.73 84.56 54.84 74.44 72.79 93.08 72.54
RoBERTa-large + CRF 85.72 79.34 94.42 85.61 87.09 85.40 50.00 73.97 75.63 90.93 71.00

Table 14: Main results for meta-review discourse understanding.

then use it to predict labels on the input sentences.933

Specifically, we define the task as a sequence label-934

ing problem and apply the long short-term memory935

(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) net-936

works with a conditional random field (CRF) (Laf-937

ferty et al., 2001) (i.e., LSTM-CRF (Lample et al.,938

2016)) model on the annotated MReD dataset. The939

same data split as the meta-review generation task940

is used. We adopt the standard IOBES tagging941

scheme (Ramshaw, 1995; Ratinov and Roth, 2009),942

and fine-tune BERT (Kenton and Toutanova, 2019)943

and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) models in Hugging944

Face. All models are trained for 30 epochs with945

an early stop of 20, and each epoch takes about946

30 minutes. We select the best model parameters947

based on the best micro F1 score on the develop-948

ment set and apply it to the test set for evaluation.949

All models are run with V100 GPU. We use Adam950

(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with an initial learning rate951

of 2e-5.952

We report the F1 scores for each category as well953

as the overall micro F1 and macro F1 scores in Ta-954

ble 14. Micro F1 is the overall accuracy regardless955

of the categories, whereas macro F1 is an average956

of per category accuracy evaluation. Since some957

of the category labels (eg. “ac disagreement”) are958

very rare, their classification accuracy is low. Over-959

all, micro F1 is a more important metric since it960

suggests general performance. The results stand961

proof that the majority of the categories have their962

own characteristics that can be identified from other963

categories. RoBERTabase is the best performing964

model, therefore we use this model for review sen-965

tence label prediction.966

D.3 Generic sentence baselines967

Besides the baselines of “Source Generic” and “Tar-968

get Generic”, we explore subsets of papers with969

high scores (average reviewers’ rating > 7) or low970

scores (average reviewers’ rating 6 3) to obtain 4971

additional generic baselines: “Source High Score”,972

“Source Low Score”, “Target High Score”, “Tar-973

get Low Score”. We use “Target Generic” as an974

example to explain how we obtain the generic sen-975

tences: We first group all meta-review sentences976

R1 R2 RL

Source Generic 23.00 3.19 11.56
Source High Score cccccccccccccccc 23.37 3.58 12.82
Source Low Score 25.28 2.96 12.77

Target Generic 31.24 5.92 16.49
Target High Score 30.82 5.38 16.21
Target Low Score 31.70 7.30 18.55

Table 15: Meta-review generation results on MReD
dataset under Rouge1, Rouge2, and RougeL F1 scores
for the generic sentence baselines.

from the training set according to their label cate- 977

gories, and then re-arrange the sentences in each 978

category using TextRank (our best performing ex- 979

tractive model). Since TextRank ranks the input 980

sentences based on each sentence’s content connec- 981

tion with others, sentences with higher rankings are 982

also more general in the sense that they have more 983

shared content with others. Similarly, different sets 984

of generic sentences can be obtained for the other 985

5 baselines. 986

After obtaining the generic sentence sets, we 987

can create baseline generations using the sent-ctrl 988

sequence. We avoid using the same sentence twice 989

inside the same generation, so if the same label 990

appears multiple times in a control sequence, we 991

will use the same number of generic sentences for 992

that category down the ranking order. 993

We show results in Table 15. The low score 994

baselines perform the best amongst both source 995

and target baselines, suggesting that the sentences 996

from low score submissions are more typical for 997

both reviews and meta-reviews. 998

D.4 Experimental setting details 999

For preprocessing, besides filtering based on meta- 1000

review length, we also remove submissions with 1001

only one or two reviews, since the majority of the 1002

submissions have more than 3 reviews. 1003

For the extractive baselines, recall that under the 1004

sent-ctrl setting, the control sequence length is the 1005

same as the sentence number of the target meta- 1006

review. Therefore, to conduct a fair comparison, 1007

we set the hyperparameter k equal to the number of 1008
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Gold Labels Gold

0 abstract | rating summary [this work adapts cycle GAN to the problem of decipherment with some success.]←ABSTRACT [it’s still an
early result, but all the reviewers have found it to be interesting and worthwhile for publication.]←RATING

SUMMARY

Control Sequence Generated Passage

1 abstract | rating summary [This paper proposes a method for using cycle GANs to decipher text encrypted with historical ci-
phers.]←ABSTRACT

[The reviewers were unanimous in their vote to accept.]←RATING SUMMARY

2 abstract | abstract |
rating summary

[This paper proposes a method for using cycle GANs to decipher text encrypted with historical ci-
phers.]←ABSTRACT [The proposed method is based on replacing the log loss of the GAN with a quadratic
loss and regularizing the Jacobian of the discriminator.]←ABSTRACT

[The reviewers were unanimous in their vote to accept.]←RATING SUMMARY

3 strength | decision [The reviewers agree that the paper is well-written, the problem is interesting, and the proposed method is
novel.]←STRENGTH [The paper should be accepted.]←DECISION

4 misc | abstract |
strength | decision

[Thanks for your submission to ICLR.]←MISC

[This paper proposes a method for using cycle GANs to decipher text encrypted with historical ci-
phers.]←ABSTRACT [This is an interesting and fairly original problem, and the proposed method is shown
to be very effective.]←STRENGTH [All reviewers agree that the paper is well written, and I’m happy to
recommend acceptance.]←DECISION

5 weakness |
rebuttal process

[The reviewers raised a number of concerns including the correctness of the proof, the lack of a simple
baseline, and the presentation of the paper.]←WEAKNESS [The authors’ rebuttal addressed some of these
concerns, but not to the degree that the reviewers felt it should be.]←REBUTTAL PROCESS

Table 16: Generation examples of alternative control sequences on the same review inputs using the sent-ctrl
method.

Data Split cccccccccccccccccccccccc max med avg

train 7276 1482 1368
validation 3762 1427 1352
test 5144 1454 1352

Table 17: Source length statistics on all data splits. Max
for maximum source length, med for median source
length, and avg for average source length.

labels in the control sequence for both controlled1009

and uncontrolled extractive baselines, and sent-ctrl1010

is used for all controlled extractive baselines. We1011

also adopt the same k for the generic baselines.1012

For the Transformers, we first load the pretrained1013

model and then fine-tune it on MReD. All ex-1014

periments are conducted on single V100 GPUs,1015

using a batch size of 1 in order to fit the large1016

pretrained model on a single GPU. During fine-1017

tuning, we set the Transformers’ hyperparameters1018

of “minimum_target_length” to 20, and “maxi-1019

mum_target_length” to 400, according to our filter1020

range on the meta-review lengths. For the rest of1021

the hyperparameters, we use the pretrained model’s1022

default values. Due to long inputs (see Table 17),1023

we experiment with different source truncation1024

lengths of 1024, 2048, and 3072 tokens. Due to1025

the limitation of GPU space, we cannot explore1026

truncation length of more than 3072 tokens.1027

length R1 R2 RL

1024 cccccccccccccccccccccccccc 38.56 10.63 22.87
2048 cccccccccccccccccccccccccc 38.82 10.71 23.11
3072 cccccccccccccccccccccccccc 38.59 10.59 22.89

Table 18: Meta-review sent-ctrl generation results of
different source truncation lengths.

D.5 Ablation on truncation length 1028

By default, the Transformers truncate the source 1029

to 1024 tokens. We further investigate the perfor- 1030

mance of different source truncation lengths using 1031

rate-concat. As shown in Table 18, truncating the 1032

source to 2048 tokens consistently achieves the 1033

best performance. 1034

D.6 Attention aggregation method 1035

During generation, we can obtain the attention 1036

weights of each output token towards all input to- 1037

kens. Specifically, we average all decoder layers’ 1038

cross attention weights for the same output token 1039

generated at each decoding step. We then calculate 1040

an attention value for that output token on each 1041

input sentence, by aggregating the token’s attention 1042

weights on the list of input tokens that belong to 1043

the same sentence by max pooling. Finally, we 1044

can calculate an output-sentence-to-input-sentence 1045

attention score, by adding up these attention val- 1046

ues for the output tokens that belong to the same 1047
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sentence.1048

Common attention aggregation methods include1049

summation, average-pooling, and max-pooling.1050

We use max-pooling to aggregate attention for1051

same-sentence input tokens, because summation1052

gives high attention scores to excessively long1053

sentences due to attention weight accumulation,1054

whereas average-pooling disfavors long sentences1055

containing a few relevant phrases by averaging the1056

weights out. With max-pooling, we can correctly1057

identify sentences with spiked attention at impor-1058

tant phrases, regardless of sentence lengths. For1059

attention aggregation on the same-sentence output1060

tokens, summation is used and can be viewed as al-1061

lowing each output token to vote an attention score1062

on all input sentences, so that the input sentence re-1063

ceiving the highest total score is the most relevant.1064

We conduct trial runs of all aggregation methods1065

on input tokens with summation for output-token1066

aggregation for multiple generation examples, and1067

indeed max-pooling outperforms the other two by1068

identifying more relevant input sentences with the1069

generated sentence.1070

Once we have the attention scores, we can at-1071

tribute the generation of each output sentence to1072

a few topmost relevant input sentences. Then, we1073

can draw a color map of the input tokens in the1074

selected sentences based on their relative attention1075

weights.1076

D.7 Structure-controlled generation1077

examples1078

We show examples of the generation results using1079

alternative control sequences on another submis-1080

sion in Table 16. We can see the effectiveness of1081

controlling the output structure using our proposed1082

method.1083

D.8 Human evaluation1084

For structure similarity, we instruct the judges to1085

label each generated sentence with the closest cate-1086

gory. We then calculate the normalized token-level1087

edit distance between the judge-annotated label se-1088

quence and the given control sequence, then deduct1089

this value from 1.1090

For decision correctness, we evaluate it on a1091

binary scale where 1 indicates complete correctness1092

and 0 otherwise. More specifically, we give 0 if the1093

generation produces contradictory decisions and a1094

wrong decision, or the generation does not show1095

enough hints for rejection or acceptance.1096
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